Online shopping

Chic here

Luxury customers are increasingly abandoning the
traditional in-store experience and embracing the
convenience of shopping online, writes Catherine Finch

O

ur exponentially busy
lifestyles mean that
spending time travelling to
a shop and browsing its offerings
isn’t always practical, and yet
acquiring beautiful things remains
a pleasure for many. Luxury
online shopping delivers the
same access to a broad array of
designer brands as an upmarket
department store, with all the
convenience and tranquility of
shopping in your own home
at a time that suits you.

of clothing, shoes, bags and
accessories to delight any fashion
connoisseur. Originally focused
on womenswear, the brand added
childrenswear in January 2019
and menswear in January 2020.
Mytheresa delivers to more
than 140 countries globally, with
shipping costs capped at €20
($22) no matter how far-flung the
destination, and delivery within
2-4 business days. For orders over
€800 ($900), shipping is free.
mytheresa.com

Mytheresa

Moda Operandi

Mytheresa’s online store was
set up in 2006, building on the
successful three-decade legacy
of its Maffei Street Munich store,
which still operates today and is
known in the local community
as a “pillar of style and taste”.
With more than 250 international
designer brands stocked,
the website offers a range

Launched in 2010, Moda
Operandi was set up by Vogue
alumna Lauren Santo Domingo
to create an online platform for
exceptional design work. Santo
Domingo wanted to democratise
the bold, creative fashion she
saw on the catwalk and make it
accessible to a broader audience.
The Moda Operandi online
boutique stocks womenswear,
menswear, fine jewellery and
homeware from hundreds of
designers, while its innovative
‘trunkshow’ business model also
allows its global customer base
to shop full collections straight
off the catwalk. ➤

Pictured: Natalie Portman in
Harry Winston six-carat cluster
necklace and oval drop earrings
at the 2012 Oscars
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Online shopping

Moda Operandi delivers to
125 countries, with the option
of express shipping to US
addresses. Global shipping is
around $65 for all countries, with
Russia the exception at $95.
modaoperandi.com

Saks Fifth Avenue
US retail giant Saks Fifth
Avenue’s first physical department
store was opened in 1867. Its
online store saks.com followed
133 years later in the summer
of 2000.
The website sells luxury
womenswear, menswear,
accessories, kidswear and
homeware. To ensure the highend experience of shopping in
its stores is replicated online, it
provides a 24-hour personalised
online shopping service. Import
tax and duties are included in the
up-front shipping costs provided,
ensuring a seamless shopping
experience. Shipping costs vary
depending on the destination
country, the weight of goods
ordered and their value.
saks.com
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NET‑A‑PORTER
Also launched in 2000,
NET‑A‑PORTER offers luxury
womenswear and accessories
from more than 800 top
designer womenswear brands,
as well as specialist beauty
products. Founder Natalie
Massenet is a former fashion
journalist who was inspired to
create a site that functioned
as a shoppable magazine.
The site offers express
worldwide shipping to more
than 170 countries, including
the option for same-day delivery
to Manhattan, London and
Hong Kong, and next-day delivery
to the rest of the UK and US,
Germany, France, Australia
and Singapore. Its standard
worldwide shipping costs a
maximum of £30 ($37) and takes
3-4 days, no matter how
far-flung the destination.
net-a-porter.com
Above: Enjoy Paris’ Galeries
Lafayette from home Below:
Saks’ e-commerce store has
been online for 20 years

Galeries Lafayette
Galeries Lafayette began life in
1895 as a humble haberdashery.
It is now an iconic Parisian
department store, with its
Boulevard Haussmann flagship
store claiming to be the next-most
visited landmark in France after
the Eiffel Tower. It stocks
a broad range of womenswear,
menswear, accessories,
childrenswear and homeware,
ranging from luxury brands
to more accessible options.

A recent development is the
website’s dedicated section
for responsible, eco-friendly
fashion, as part of the business’
‘Go for Good’ initiative.
The online store offers
home delivery for a maximum
of €14.80 ($16.50) for residents
of 22 European countries.
galerieslafayette.com

Gilt
Launched in 2007, Gilt is
a NY-based off-price online
retailer which specialises in
designer goods. Although
shoppers must sign up for a free
membership to window-shop
online, they can then browse
Gilt’s broad range of womenswear, menswear, accessories,
childrenswear and homeware at
a deep discount. Gilt is popular
with luxury fashion collectors for
its vintage range, which includes
hard-to-find pieces from premier
fashion houses including Chanel
and Hermès.
Gilt ships worldwide with
import taxes and duties up front
and the lowest possible shipping
cost based on the weight and
size of the items purchased.
International orders are
ineligible for returns.
gilt.com ■

